
Welcome to The National Wax Museum Plus in Dublin.
The museum presents various wax figures of famous Irish
and global stars, fictional characters and more!

This quiz is designed to make you enjoy your visit by
exploring the various sections and learning about Irish
values and history.

All the quizes and questions are in order of rooms, so be
careful to not miss an important information! Near every
question there will be a clue that you may need in order
to find the correct answer.

Begin your adventure and enjoy the visit!

QUIZ SHEET



Quiz n° 1 - Answer the following questions.

Quiz n° 2 - Connect the invention/discovery to the correct scientist.

HINT!

ENJOY THE MIROR MAZE

SCIENCE ROOM

The science room contains important scientists and their discoveries. There are
many different experiments you can try!

How tall is Shaun Aisbit in meters?                    1.

      __________________________________

   2. When did Robert Mallet experience his first earthquake?           

      __________________________________

 Three point hitch

 First commuter railway

 Greenhouse effect

 Theory of relativity

 Steam turbine

 Electrons

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

a. Charles Parsons

b. Albert Einstein

c. Henry G. Ferguson

d. William Dargan

e. John Tyndall

f. George Johnstone



WRITERS ROOM

CELEBRITY ROOM

In the celebrity room you can find Irish and worldwide stars, from U2 to Michael
Jackson. There are also some characters from famous movies and series: Star
Wars and Games of Thrones.

Michael ______________.

Phil ___________.

Van _______________.

Jedward.

Bono.

The Edge.

Daenerys.

Darth ________.

Quiz n°3 - Fill in the missing last names of the celebrities in the room and find them
inside the word search.

HINT!
They can be
straight,
vertical,
diagonal or
backwards.



KIDS AND SPORT ROOM

WRITERS ROOM

Oscar Wilde, James Joyce and other famous authors will be waiting for you in this
section of the museum, set in the 20th century. You can also enjoy a great view of
O'Connel bridge.

Quiz n° 5 - Answer the following questions.

What famous person's monument can you see from the writers room?

What are the names of the  writing machines that can you find in this section?

     ______________________________________________________________________________________

     ______________________________________________________________________________________

Quiz n° 4 - Connect the book to the author.

A. George B. Shaw (1856-1950)

B. James Joyce (1882-1941)

C. Oscar Wilde (1854-1900)

D. Patrick Kavanagh (1904-1967)

 "The picture of Dorian Gray"

"Pygmalion" 

 "Tarry Flynn"

 "Ulysses"

1.

2.

3.

4.

 What kind of vehicle did the National Wax Museum Plus acquire?1.

     _________________________________________________________________________________________

Quiz n° 6 - Answer the following question. FR. TED  ROOM

HINT!2



Quiz n° 8 - Fill in the names of the player according to their profession.

TIME STAIRS

KIDS AND SPORT ROOM

You can meet your favorite fictional characters and sport players in this section.
Take some pictures on Santa's throne or on Harry Potter's broom.

Quiz n° 7 -  Name 4 of your favorite characters in this room.

 ______________________________________________________________
 ______________________________________________________________
 ______________________________________________________________
 ______________________________________________________________

1.
2.
3.
4.

 

___________________________

 ___________________________

 ___________________________

 ___________________________

 _____________________________

_

 _____________________________

_



1

6

3
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9
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2

12

5

7
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ADVENTURE IN THE HORROR HOTEL...IF YOU DARE!

HISTORY ROOM

The history section follows Irish history in order, from the Bronze Age untill the
Belfast agreement. You can explore and learn more by reading or listening to the
audio guides in every room.

Quiz n° 9 - Complete the crosswords with the information you can find in the
history section.  All the questions are in order of rooms.

1) The Bronze Age women used them to make pins for
clothes.
2) Saint Patrick became one after returning to Ireland.
3) The viking is wearing it on his head.
4) Strongbow's wife.
5) The name of the woman that is talking to Queen
Elizabeth I (first name).
7) The battle that took place in 1690.
12) The agreement found in the last room of the
history section

DOWN ACROSS

6) Patrick Sarsfild was the first Earl of _______.
8) They were evicted during the famine.
9) This event happend in 1916.
10) He has an injured foot (last name)
11) Black and Tan was the Royal Irish _________
Reserve Force.

HINT!
You need to
look for, read
or listen for
the answers.
Be careful not
to miss the
green buttons!



 Leprachauns are known for hiding food at the end of the rainbow.

 Druids had the gift of prophecy and mystical abilites.

 A cod ate the hazelnuts of knowledge that fell in the "Well of Wisdom".

 Setanta was killed by the watchdog belonging to Cullan.

 Queen Meabh was the Warrior Queen of Connacht.

 Oisín was the son of Fionn Mac Cumhail.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

IRISH FOLKLORE ROOM

In the final room of the museum you can find some of Ireland's most famous tales.
Make sure to enjoy the fantasy forest, and be careful of the creatures that are
lurking there! 

Quiz n° 10 - True or False. Check the correct box for each statement.

The visit to the Wax Museum ends here. We hope you enjoyed it!

You can visit our site waxmuseumplus.ie to download the answer sheet and check
how many questions you got right! 

Let's meet again! The Wax Museum Plus will be waiting for you!

THIS IS THE END OF THE TOUR

T         F

Scan this QR code 
to visit out website!


